Niki Wyld - March Newsletter
Bohemian Living - Magick Making - Nature Loving

Hello and welcome to the first of what I hope to
be a monthly Niki Wyld Newsletter. It’s been a
hectic and confronting year which you may have
seen in my recent blog posts. I am committed
to my dream of working for myself creating
content for you to live a magickal life and
sharing my art with the world.
It is a busy life, working full time and creating a
business however it is a passion of mine and I
will continue to strive to reach my dreams.
Within each Newsletter I will share little
snippets on how you can live your natural,
magickal life. I so hope you thoroughly enjoy
these newsletters.

Moon Magick
Full Moon - 10th March - 4:47am
This is a time of magick and honouring all that is.
A time of gratitude.
A time of thought.
Recognising what you have manifested within
the Waxing phase of the Moons cycle.
It is the brightest night within the cycle, where
you can shine light within the darkness and
know what may be holding you back from
manifesting your truth.
What blockages have presented themselves?
This, the guidance within the light, is what you
will focus on moving toward the waning moon.
Waning Phase
This is the time between the Full and Dark moon
where the light and energy of the moon is
fading.
This is the time of the Moons phase where you
will can move your focus towards letting go of
what no longer serves you.

Working on removing obstacles from your path.
Releasing habits that no longer serve you.
Letting go of people or energy that pull you back
from your authenticity.
It is a time of peeling back the layers, removing
the mask of what is stopping your light from
shining.

Click here to download your Full Moon - Waning
Phase worksheet to support you with your
magick.

Dark Moon - 23rd March
At this time the Moon is not visible within the
sky. It is the dark time of the lunar cycle and it
is time to look within, to connect with the
energies surround you to receive guidance.
If you have divination tools such as Oracle or
Tarot Cards, Pendulum etc this is a great time to
use those to obtain some guidance. If you have
specific questions you need answered, clarification of the direction or path you are on, or
general guidance if you are not sure where you
are going at the moment.
This is the opportune time to connect to your
intuition, your inner wisdom and the universal
wisdom.
Click here to download your Dark Moon Phase
worksheet to support you with your magick.

New Moon - 24th March - 8:28pm
This beautiful time of the Moons phase is a time
of new beginnings. The moon is in the
beginning of its phase and will slowly start
appearing in the sky.
This is time where you will decide what it is you
are going to put your energy into.

What is it you want to manifest?

What are you working towards?
You can take note of your big manifesting
dreams and break it into little steps of what you
want to do to get to that dream.
Use the below worksheet to help you decide on
how you are going to manifest this.

Waxing Phase
This is a time of the Moons phase when you
work on attracting the energies you would like
into your life.
What you wrote on your New Moon Worksheet,
this is when you use this Waxing Moon Worksheet to make the changes you need to.
The attract the energy into your life that you
want.
Aligning yourself with the flow of your life to
bring what it is you want to you.
Attraction, attraction, attraction is what this
waxing phase is all about.
Click here to download your New Moon - Waxing Phase worksheet to support you with your
magick.

Sabbat Magick
The suns path through the sky is a sacred one
and moves just as the Moon does with its
waxing and waning energy only in slower
succession.
For example you could compare the Dark and
New moon to the Winter Solstice then moving
through the waxing part of the suns cycle to
Summer Solstice which can be compare to the
Full Moon then again moving through the
waning suns cycle returning to the Winter
Solstice.
By looking at your yearly planner in the
following pages, you can enhance your magick
by the phases of both the moon and sun.
Each calendar year starts in the waning phase of
the suns cycle. You should be seeing the
manifestations of what you worked your magick
on the previous year and begin to recognise
what you should be releasing in this waning
phase.

Delicious autumn! My very soul is
wedded to it, and if I were a bird I
would fly about the earth seeking the successive autumns.
George Eliot

I cannot believe that it is almost Autumn
Equinox.
I absolutely adore Autumn, the
weather is cooling and the nights closing in
earlier.
You begin to welcome the cool
mornings and evening, being able to spend time
in your garden without sweating the minute you
step out the door. I am very lucky living nearly
the beach so in summer many days I have the
ocean breeze gently weaving its way into the
house but still, hot muggy evenings are hart to
deal with. The past few months have flown by
so quickly and we come to a time that we again
need to find balance within ourselves. We here
on the East Coast of Australia have had a
horrendous summer with many fires with
horrific results for families and our wildlife.
I have not been personally affected at all but I
have grieved for the enormous loss and I need
to balance my energies.

Known as the second harvest and continuing to
reap your manifestations. It is Equinox, day and
night are in balance, we must find balance
within ourselves as we again move towards the
dark half of the year and continuing to release
the energies that no longer resonate with us.

Autumn Equinox - 20 March - 2:49pm
Waning Phase of the Sun’s energy

What can you do moving towards Autumn
Equinox to feel more connected to the season
and celebrate this sabbat?

Ritual of Gratitude
Have a heat proof container and a candle.
Make a list of the things that have come to you
in the last year, a list of things you are deeply
thankful for. What it is you have harvested
whether it be psychical things or lessons
learned.
Sit quietly and calm yourself. Be aware of your
surroundings and the peace you can find within.
Read your list aloud and feel the appreciation
and gratitude flowing through your body from
head to toe. Let it consume you.
Now light the paper, place it within the cauldron
or on the plate and as you watch it burn think of
your Ancestors, the Gods, whomever it is you
work with and give thanks to them for their
assistance in your harvest.

Collect the ashes and return them to the earth
as an offering for your received abundance
~~~
As this is the second harvest there will be an
abundance of fruit and vegetables. Seek out
the bargains and preserve or freeze then for use
over the winter months where they are scarce
or imported and super expensive.

Collect herbs and dry them for culinary and
magickal use.
Apples are a symbol of the Autumn Equinox.
Cut an apple crossways to reveal a star and
place it on your altar.
Although we now shop in supermarkets etc, we
still have that deep ancestral connection with
the land and her seasons. Our Ancestors lives
depended on a healthy harvest so show your
gratitude that we no longer live in such a harsh
time and be sure to buy seasonal fruits and
vegetables.
Pomegranate is also a symbol of autumn as it is
associated with Greek Mythology as Persephone

makes her decent into the underworld, so as the
earth prepares and begins its descent into the
winter months place a Pomegranate on your
altar and include in your food at Autumn
Equinox.
At this time I also include the abundance of nuts
in my foods, and work with grain by bake my
own bread.
Feel the energy of Autumn moving through you

Herb Magick
Herbal magick has been used for centuries.
Once there was no distinction between the
medicinal powers and the magickal powers of
herbs however the knowledge of the ‘energy’ of
herbs is slowing working its way back into
medical practices which I think is a wonderful
and powerful step in the right direction.
Here are the magickal properties of

Vervain aka Verbena officinalis
Vervain is an ancient and sacred herb used by
many spiritual people throughout many
practices.
Its energy is feminine and the parts
of the herb that is used is the leaves
and stems.
Its energies are Love, Protection,
Purification, Peace, Money, Youth,
Sleep and Healing.
As with many herbs you can use this
to weave a variety of magick into
your life and here are some suggestions how.
Fresh bundles of vervain can be
used to sweep altars for purification

or soak a cloth in an infusion of the herb to wipe
your altar down.

loosen yourself from the grip of those fears.

Carrying Vervain while in ritual can protect you
when invoking spirits.

On the night of the Full Moon, mix vervain with
water within your chalice. Stand under the
moon and ask for its blessing of youth and beauty. Then anoint your forehead, lips, heart and
feet with the infusion.

Carry a little upon you for protection and
purification against nasty energies,

Plant Vervain within your garden in a sunny
position with moist but well-draining soil.

It is also said that Vervain if worn or an infusion
is drunk, will ward against vampires.

It will attracts bees and butterflies.

Dried Vervain is used in love incense blends and
mojo bags and also protective spells.

I wear vervain within a locket to ward
of horrible headaches.
Carry fresh or dried Vervain upon you
as a protective amulet.
Place within your home to protects
against storms

Natural Home / Natural You
For many years I have been working towards
creating a natural environment within my home.

An infusion of vervain sprinkled
around your property can protect against negative forces and scattering the herb around the
perimeter brings peace.

I have always had a deep connection with the
earth and it worries me what we are doing to
her and what chemicals we are using.

Combine the herb with salt and add to a sachet
for a purification bath

I also cannot believe the amount of chemicals
we expose ourselves to.

Wear to calm the emotions
Carry vervain for everlasting youth
You can use an infusion of vervain to clean your
magickal tools and altar space
The scent of vervain is said to be an aphrodisiac.
When using the herb with the
magickal intention of love or sex,
anoint the herb with some water,
therefore including the element of
water, ruler of the emotions.
Bathe with a vervain bath sachet for
purification prior to ritual work
To banish your fears, surround a
candle with vervain.
Light the
candle asking the Gods and
Ancestors for their assistance to

Over the years I have also become more and
more aware on what I use within my home and
what product I use on myself.
I continue to work towards creating a natural
home switching to natural products where I can
so I thought I would share the love and share
some of the recipes I use

Laundry Liquid

Tools


Either a Medium saucepan and a 10 litre
bucket or a big 10 litre soup pot



Containers for washing liquid (I recycle 3
litre milk containers)

Ingredients


1 1/2 litres water



1 cup of soap flakes



1/2 cup washing soda



Containers

Creating
Place the water into your pot or saucepan on a low to medium heat.
Add the soap flakes and stir until all have dissolved then add the washing soda and again stir.
When it all is dissolved and thickened turn the heat off and fill will water to the top of the pot. If you
are using the medium saucepan pour your brew into the bucket, then fill the bucket nearly to the top
with warm tap water and keep stirring periodically as it cools.
When it has cooled enough pour your brew into your separate containers leaving room at the top so
you can shake it before use.
I use about 1/3 a cup per wash.
You will notice, when you use this laundry liquid, that it does not make suds in the washing machine,
which is totally ok, because it does not contain the chemicals that are added to all of the commercial
products to make them bubble.

Pagans in the Park Central Coast is back
2nd Sunday on the month at MacKenzie Reserve, Budgewoi

Click here to be directed to their Facebook page for more information

I hope you have enjoyed this newsletter
If there is anything specific you would like to see in my Newsletters simply send me a message and I
will endeavour to include it within future newsletters. I would love to see how you weave your magick
while working through my worksheets and the magick that I write about within my newsletters and
social media, if you are sharing your magick photos tag me on Facebook or Instagram so I can see how
the magick is making a difference within your life.
You will find my pages by clicking on logo links below.

Stay Magickal, Niki xx

